May Experience 2014

Are These Two Different?

Find Out How to Prove It:

MXP-251

Beyond Moneyball:

Applied Study of Sports Analytics*

*Please see Dr. Longest (kyle.longest@furman.edu) in Johns Hall 1061 if interested.
May Experience 2014

How Do Players Like This Get Drafted?

Because NBA GMs Never Took:

MXP-251

Beyond Moneyball:

Applied Study of Sports Analytics*

*Please see Dr. Longest (kyle.longest@furman.edu) in Johns Hall 106I if interested.
May Experience 2014

\[
\left( \frac{mm\left( \frac{COMP}{ATT} - .3 \right) \times 5}{6} + mm\left( \frac{YDS}{ATT} - 3 \right) \times .25 \right) + \left( mm\left( \frac{TD}{ATT} \right) \times 20 \right) + mm\left( 2.375 - \frac{INT}{ATT} \times 25 \right) \right) \times 100
\]

Where: \( mm(x) = \max(0, \min(x, 2.375)) \)

MXP-251

Beyond Moneyball:
Applied Study of Sports Analytics*

*Please see Dr. Longest (kyle.longest@furman.edu) in Johns Hall 106I if interested.
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Think You Know Who Is Better?

Prove It

MXP-251

Beyond Moneyball:
Applied Study of Sports Analytics*

*Please see Dr. Longest (kyle.longest@furman.edu) in Johns Hall 106l if interested.
May Experience 2014

Who Would You Rather Be?

or

MXP-251

Beyond Moneyball:

Applied Study of Sports Analytics*

*Please see Dr. Longest (kyle.longest@furman.edu) in Johns Hall 106I if interested.